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CHEM 222  section 01   

LECTURE #11 Tues., Oct.09, 2007

Lecture topics & readings

Today’s class
- NMR spectroscopy (Ch.13)

Before next class
- read sections 13.1-7

Next class
- continue NMR
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CHARACTERIZATION METHODS - PART II
Ch.13:  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy

Topics Outline:

13.1-2 What NMR involves
13.3-10 Basic information from 1H NMR spectra
13.11 Examples of 1H NMR spectra
13.12-18 More advanced information from 1H NMR spectra

13.19-20 13C NMR

13.21 2D NMR

13.22 MRI

Chapter Goals & hints
Learn the basic principles of NMR & how to interpret 1H & 13C spectra. 
Learn the basic theory behind how an NMR spectrometer works.
Learn to extract structural information from 1H & 13C NMR spectra.
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13.1  Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy -
basic principles

If place sample in magnetic field, B
nucleus’s field can align

(α) with field (parallel)
OR (β ) against field (antiparallel)

B

Nuclei with odd # p+ or n0 (1H, 13C, 31P, 19F…) 
spin about their axis, like electrons do

generate own tiny magnetic field

β-spin
state

α-spin
state

EN
ER

GY

No applied
magnetic 
field

RANDOM
NUCLEAR FIELD
ORIENTATIONS

Result: with appropriate photons excite nuclei flip spins α→β
then measure resulting small changes in overall field
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13.2   An NMR spectrometer – the basic set-up

Pulse of rf
(range of ν)

Excite 
all nuclei
at once

Collect decaying
signal vs. time

Fourier 
transform
(complicated)

Intensity
vs. frequency
= SPECTRUM

An NMR experiment:  flip spins, then monitor small field changes…
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A 300 MHz NMR spectrometer (like our research instrument)

http://www.curie.u-psud.fr/U350/1999/photosequipements/bruk306big.jpg
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NMR spectroscopy = another absorption spectroscopy

∆Eα→β depends on:
Type of nucleus

• 1H:  γ = 2.675×108 T-1⋅s-1 

• 13C: γ = 6.689×107 T-1⋅s-1

Strength of magnet

nucleus’s magnetic moment,
characterized by its
gyromagnetic ratio, γ

∆E = hν = h γ B0
2π

strength of 
spectrometer’s
magnetic field

rf required

Radio waves 
= rf radiation

=  sufficient E
to “flip” spin
α → β

Teaching
instrument
60 MHz

relatively low
applied field
1.47 Tesla

ν= 10s-100s MHz 
λ = 1-10 meters

Same instrument: different rf for 1H vs. 13C:

parallel

anti-parallel

1H
1H

13C    75 MHz

13C 150 MHz

(Tesla)
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Larger magnet more sensitive & better resolution

Advantages of larger magnets:

∆Eα-β much larger normal population has LOWER % β-spins
easier to detect ↑ in β-spins due to rf…

better signal-to-noise ratio (more obvious peaks)
better resolution of peaks   (peaks separated more)

Spin-state populations in 
“small magnet” 1.47 T:

∆Eα-β ≈ 0.04 J/mol  (small)
RT  ≈ 2500 J/mol  (huge…)

. 999 990 1Hs in β-state
1 000 000 1Hs in α-state

rf pulse excites more to β…
small changes in field 

need sensitive detector

Teaching
instrument
60 MHz

relatively low
applied field
1.47 Tesla
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13.4  Shielding: 
why not all 1Hs absorb exactly the same frequency

If experience SAME field strength absorb SAME frequency

Local field differences due to nearby electron clouds…
e-s spin small mag. fields line up against B0 cancel some of B0

Not as shielded = deshielded
sees more of B0
larger ∆Eα-β
peak at higher freq. H

O

H
H

H

Effective magnetic field:

Beff = B0 - Blocal
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13.4  How many peaks should be in the spectrum?
Chemically equivalent 1Hs appear as the same peak

Each DIFFERENT type of 1H 
yields one peak…

H
O

H
H

H …with intensity matching
how many H’s of that type

If experience SAME field strength absorb SAME frequency

CH3-C-CH3

O-CH3

CH3

Things to remember:
single bonds rotate quickly – faster than NMR data is acquired
π-bonds do NOT rotate

5 peaks
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13.5  Chemical shift:  frequency relative to reference

Chemical shift δ  = how far downfield peak is from TMS…

CH3

Si CH3

CH3

CH3

ppm = parts-per-million shift in frequency
= . how far downfield from TMS  (in Hz)    .

operating freq. of spectrometer (in MHz)

peak positions (δ ) same on any strength of spectrometer

← δ (ppm)

← 1H in e- poor environments
deshielded
downfield
high frequency
large δ values   

1H in e- rich environments →
shielded
upfield
low frequency
small δ values
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13.6-7  Characteristic chemical shift values

alkyl = e--richEWGs...e-neg. of sp2C >sp3CEWG & sp2C

Things to remember:
electronegativities
polarities on functional groups
inductive effects are cumulative…
unusually high δ s caused by “anisotropy” (soon)

O > N > CL > Br ≈ C > H…
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For each compound:  
rank Hs (or sets of Hs) from lowest → highest chemical shift 

label as:  a → b → c…
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So different ?!
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13.8  Diamagnetic anisotropy (different in different directions) 
= why some functional groups look like extreme EWGs

sp2 C’s
electronegativity
not high enough to 
explain these δ s:

Magnetic field causes
π-e-s (loosely held) to
circulate… = ring current

Induces a local magnetic 
field aligned with B0

H feels larger Beff
∆Eα−β larger
peak at higher freq.
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…& why alkyne groups don’t look e−-withdrawing enough

sp C’s
electronegativity is 
higher than this δ
suggests:

Magnetic field causes
π-e-s to circulate 

H is OUTSIDE induced field…
…local field near H is 

aligned AGAINST B0
H feels smaller Beff
∆Eα−β smaller
peak at lower frequency

H−C≡C−R

2.4 ppm

vs.


